THE FUTURE OF AFRICA. November 2007
In November 2003 a new element was introduced for the continued development of this World – it was
“What and how you think is now more important than your actions” This means that how people think
these days will mould the way the World will be in the future…………..
Thought is creation – therefore if your thoughts are correct, the energy created will lead you in the right
direction then things have to happen - it is that simple.
If you think the right way, you will feel more positive, and you will achieve more because of your positive
energy.
You have probably heard of “The Secret” – a DVD that is doing the rounds at the moment. That is what it is
– think the right way and you will go in the right direction.
The main purpose of this way of thinking is that it will start to separate the good from the bad – by their
thoughts and consequently their actions.
When the change of the Earth actually happens the good and the bad will mainly be grouped together as like
attracts like, so the powers that be can take the bad guys back upstairs, and leave the good guys to teach the
new era.
Many many different forms of energy are being created right now and are being stored for use after the
change – vast amounts will be needed, and they are being created in amazing ways.
We have looked at the energies created by 9/11, the Tsunami and Maddy’s disappearance – here are a few
more.
Zimbabwe is a huge Country that has suffered more than most – inflation is the highest in the World, the
majority are unemployed, more than 50% need food aid. They are beaten, abused and taken advantage of on
an ongoing basis. The President and his close followers pad their bank accounts daily……and what notice
does the World take?
The energy created there is resilience – when the people of Zimbabwe are eventually freed they will view
one solid meal a day as luxury - and their new found freedom will create a nation that will really appreciate
each and every advantage obtained. There are many such Countries in Africa.
In the Congo Rape is now a tool of war – humiliate and suppress the weak by raping the women at every
opportunity - in the war-torn areas it is estimated that more than 50% of the woman have been abused this
way, both by the opposition AND the local army. How do they feel – obviously they have an extremely
strong hatred for their tormentors – but they are building a bond amongst each other – kindrid spirits – a
group of women who share a common hatred for “Men who take advantage”
South Africa is probably the strongest of the African Countries, but 13 years after the end of Apartheid there
are more than 20 000 murders a year. Rapes, Child-rapes, Hi-jackings, armed robberies and muggings are so
commonplace that the local people now accept that this is the new way of life. People are frustrated, angry
and incensed at the multitude of atrocities taking place and the Governments lack of ability to solve even 5%
of these crimes.
So what energy is being created here? Since 1994 more than 1 million people have lost a family member,
almost every person knows someone who has been mugged or robbed – can you imagine how each and
everyone feels – imagine right now losing your spouse or parent and then multiply that feeling by a million,
and each and every one has built up a hatred for those they think are responsible – both the criminals and the
Government ………that is a creation of an enormous amount of negative energy that will reach a peak at the
change – and they will make more than sure that it will never happen again……….that energy is
NEGATIVE POWER.

Then understand that South Africa is becoming the same as the rest of Africa.
Can you name an African Government where crime and corruption is not the accepted way of life now? No.
Now imagine what will happen when this whole continent of negative power erupts – when everyone reaches
boiling point – the people will join together to form this immense group energy - the negative power will
need an outlet and you would think that the Governments would be slaughtered right across the Nation – but
you would be wrong.
After decades of abuse this new African nation will stand together, and their group experiences will
understand the right way to do things – they will be so against continuing violence and crime that they will
simply remove those from power and put their own leaders into government.
After decades of violence and abuse the simple actions of greeting a neighbor, or sitting down to a peaceful
meal with your family will be taken as a luxury first before it becomes the norm. This will create a supernation of peoples that will well and truly understand peace and family………..and doing the right thing.
“Thought is creation” will do the rest – and Africa will become the strongest Continent – because its
peoples will have risen from the depths so much more than any others.
What energies therefore have been created by the actions of terrorists and the various wars that are currently
being fought around the World? What about Darfor, Israel and Palestine, Afghanistan, Pakistan – the list is
endless……….and it is all creating energy.
…………and how has the weather been this year? Negative energy of course changes the weather – There
have been far far more fires, floods, hurricanes and earthquakes. The weather is a process of re-distributing
energy – if everyone loved each other around the world tomorrow – we would all have perfect weather. But
look what we have now.
There is a huge amount of negative energy being built up in the earth right now – it is almost at boiling point
but the forthcoming “loving energy” that will be created at Christmas time will bring it off the boil – but not
for long. Early in the New Year there will be a series of major volcanic activity that will shock the scientific
world and confirm various aspects of the global warming theory. I think there will be 5 in a very short space
of time.
It will be the next in line of the major events leading up to the change which will start in earnest in 2012 and
culminate in the earth moving on its axis in 2015.
2007 for you all has probably been a good one, as you all think the right way – and as time goes on you will
progress more and more to a positive future – and you will be able to see the gap widen between the good
and the bad.
Do not see the future change of the earth as a hardship – it will not be for the majority of us – it will be a time
of very fast learning – of enjoyable giving – and leading those around us into a new era.
If this article doesn’t make sense it is probably because you have not read the earlier articles – they can be
seen at http://www.spiritualdictionary.com/links.asp?CatId=307

SEPTEMBER CHANGES 2008.

At the beginning of the year I was shown a graph that had huge fluctuations coming in September. I assumed
it was something to do with the stock exchange or similar – Spooks have their ways (and sense of humour)
and after trying to work out for a while I left it.
A few days ago I got the above picture…. and the story
behind it.
On the left is YOUR life as it has progressed so far – and I mean specifically YOU, and as you can see
YOUR particular period of growth and progression is coming to an end. On the right is your new lifestyle
beginning. The time period can be 2 or 3 months either way – September is just the middle of it.
My first and obvious thought was that it would not be possible for every-one’s life to change at the same time
but in fact it is………………
Every-one knows what you mean when you say 9/11……….and what did that change? It changed everyone’s thoughts……besides the myriad of emotions, ideas, ideals, understanding and basic understanding of
life it changed every-one’s thoughts forever.
So what will happen in September this year? It may not be a disaster where life is lost or wars started – but it
will be a subtle dividing of who is walking along their chosen path and who isn’t – of who wants to
understand and who wants to bury their head in the sand. And as with 9/11 there will be a myriad of
emotions and changes and in particular thoughts too numerous for us to comprehend.
We all know that the Earth is heading for a major change where it will tilt on its axis – and spirit are
beginning to separate the flowers from the weeds. A few years ago things changed to where it was your
thought that was important and not so much your action. This has been increased and enhanced over the last
few years so that spirit can see more clearly who has developed the way that they chose to (they don’t all
have to be good either as we all need to experience both sides of the coin to be able to make the right
decisions)
Remember – September will have an extreme high and an extreme low in a lot of things – this is to create a
better balance for the next few months which will be the foundation for new lessons and decisions for the
beginning of a new era.
You what do YOU do? There is a reason you are reading this – you chose to. To make the right decisions
right now you must listen to your Soul – you must do what you honestly believe is right – and you must stick
to your principles. YOUR life is about to change – enjoy it.
The Change. October 12th 2008.
We have just been through the first of 5 major shifts in the Earths energy. The last 2 months have seen
financial markets crash wiping Trillions of dollars in value of Companies around the World. Hundreds of

thousands of jobs lost, thousands of people made bankrupt and unfortunately many hundreds of suicides.
There will be a tremendous knock-on effect too, both good and bad(to complete the lesson).
Why did this happen? This is part of the build-up to the Earth tilting on its axis in a few years time, and it
was done as a taste of what is to come. Let’s say it happens again (at the change?) – what effect will it have
then? People will be wiser and more experienced – a lot more experienced, and will therefore be more
prepared and will handle it better – and the World will be more stable.
In EVERY walk of life people have to learn – as Presidents of Companies, Banks and Countries, and a lot is
learned when mistakes like this are made.
What was learnt from this, and what energy was created? A lot of people learned about greed, lots of
financial lessons. Others learned about security – and a few learned about helping each other in a time of
crisis.
This has helped make things clearer for the World’s population. You will find in future it will be easier for
you to identify the people who think the right way.
Past “World experiences” such as 9/11, the Gulf war, the Tsunami and Maddy have already created various
energies for the change – what is next?
The good news is that today we reached the bottom of the downward “emotional” slide. Those of you that
can sense will have felt the energy change. Because of the size of the energy you would have felt a “happy
feeling” every now and again around your solar plexus, plus sensed the air being clearer and lighter.
This will continue upwards to Christmas where most people will take a well-deserved break and look back on
2008 as a year that changed everyone’s life.

THE CHANGE - WHO DO YOU TRUST NOW? (Dec 2008)
Everyone has accepted that we are now living in a time of World-wide financial crisis, and we know that the
crisis was created by greed – but where to from here?
What if the crisis just happened to your family instead of World-wide – let’s say Dads business collapses and
Mom is made redundant. You get behind in the rent and you barely have enough to put food on the table –
what do you do?
Everyone has been though tough times and it’s at times like this that you need to stick together, help one
another and more importantly trust each other. Most families can do that because the head of the family has
shown over the years that he or she is capable and can be trusted to do the right thing – but what trust does a
Country have in its leaders? Whom do you trust right now?
Over the years people, Companies and businesses have learnt to exaggerate and lie simply because it makes
them more money, and although we are used to them we don’t really trust them. But the worst thing is that
we have done nothing about it, learnt to accept it, and let it become the norm.
Have you noticed how most books are written by “The worlds number 1 best-selling Author”? TV
commercials twist the truth as much as they can to entice you to buy their product. New medicines claim
superb cures but fail to point out the side effects - and the media will go to any lengths to create news. If

some-one offers you something for nothing you automatically say “What is the catch?”…..so in a time of
crisis when the head of the Country says it will all be OK, do we believe them?....the answer is no.
Last year a chain of English banks called Northern Rock had to ask the Bank of England for some extra
cover to stay within the banking laws – just a minor shortfall and should not have been a problem, but just a
few headlines in the papers “suggesting” there may be a problem caused a run on the bank that took 80% off
its value in a matter of days…..because we didn’t trust
In September 2008 when the current financial crisis first started, it was fuelled by the media prophesying that
there “could be” doom and gloom ahead, and “losses could be as high as” and “More Companies are
expected to crash this week” and such like.…..and this all helps to make it happen. And it certainly happened
in a big way.
So what we get is that we don’t trust the media or the Government, but when there is a problem we listen to
their exaggerated claims and assume the worst.
Is this the right way to live? No – but it is our doing that created it………………….
We still buy newspapers with exaggerated headlines……….and do nothing.
We allow rainforests to be destroyed, Whales and Dolphins to be slaughtered, 40 000 children die every day
from hunger………..and still we do nothing.
When an Earthquake kills thousands or a hurricane devastates an area we see it as “somewhere else” and not
my problem.
There are of course the dedicated few that do take action and make a difference, but the majority of us by far
do nothing.
So what happens next? We are in a downward financial spiral (not too important) but we are in a downward
social spiral too, and this means that unless you think the right way (which all of our readers should) you will
watch things get much much worse before they get better. What will make you trust the Countries leaders
again? They must prove themselves, and when they do your energy will go towards them and make them
stronger – that’s how it works.
Let’s look at 2 opposites – how do you feel about Mugabe as President of Zimbabwe, where atrocities occur
every day? People dying of starvation, no food, no medical supplies, people beaten into submission - your
energy towards him is probably one of anger, hatred and disgust…. and that is a negative energy you are
sending him – and because of the way he thinks he uses that energy – remember “Like attracts like”
Then look at Barrack Obama – in a time of crisis he will be seen by many as someone who tells it as it is –
and that is a solid foundation to create a leader that could lead the USA and strongly influence many
Countries. With a second term Obama should be President until 2016 – right through the change……that
should make you think.
So here is the plan. The good guys have already started paving the way into the new era – just by
THINKING THE RIGHT WAY, and doing the right thing.
The rest will continue down the social spiral until it hits the bottom, and only then will they be able to see
both sides of the coin clearly and be able to start climbing back up the right way – with a new generation to
help them.

2009 will see the difference between the good and the “misguided” widen much further - and you understand
why.

October 2009. Are you having a hard time?
On the way to the change of the earth on its axis in 2015 Spirit have to separate the good from the bad so to
speak so that more of the good can be left after the change, and help lead the way into the new era with the
right foundation.
Right now we are in the middle of this “Separation” and there is far more going on than you can see. The
foundation needed for the new era MUST be a mixture of both good and bad because you need balance, but
in this case we will need more of the good and less of the bad for this new beginning.
Now – who do you know that does NOT have any problems? In a normal existence the development of a
single Soul along with its entire surroundings goes along at a casual pace as time is not important – but not so
right now.
Everyone is being “pushed” to make decisions that will speed up the separation process and move us to
where we chose to be (for the change)
The lessons we came to learn are being speeded up and made bigger – we are being forced to make the
decisions faster because there is so much to do in a short space of time.
You may have noticed that there is a lot of confusion around at the moment – things just aren’t as clear cut as
you are used to, and some just don’t make any sense at all. With everyone working faster than they are used
to, an energy of confusion is created which surrounds you pushing you to focus more on the decisions you
need to make.
Spirit say it is like looking out of the window of a train – going slowly you can see clearly, but as it speeds
up your vision starts to blur and you have to concentrate more to interpret correctly what you are seeing.
One of the main lessons you chose in this life is being tested right now – and if you haven’t learnt it already,
then good or bad it is going to be a hard one. But on the good side, the good qualities you have are improving
even faster. Whatever lessons you are learning remember the other Souls that cross your path are heading in
the same direction as you - so remember to see the sunshine where you can.

THE CHANGE FOR 2010: Next step is living in truth. (December 2009)
2009 has been a year of continued separating. The financial crisis of last September has had many
repercussions from rich families losing their power, wealth and security, to poor families driven to poverty.
From suicide on one hand to a deep understanding on the other. Some of us have completed our lessons and
some will experience even worse next year.
The last few years has opened the World to a mass of information. We have to digest what we have learned
and turn it into a positive, but with all positives there comes a negative. There are those that will soon learn
how to manipulate this new technology and fraud, embezzlement and theft will grow at an alarming rate.

Medical procedures have advanced, but so have the drugs. New medicines are battering our immune systems,
pushing our bodies to new limits and creating stronger and stronger negative reactions and emotions that are
becoming harder and harder to control. There is more need than ever now to get off medicines and return to
more natural ways of healing including a calming of your energies and understanding of your body’s natural
ability to heal itself. Thoughts are so very important too – our thoughts of how our bodies can heal
themselves must override that which has been ingrained into us by systematic advertising.
THE BAD SIDE
Anger – a lot of anger and resentment at what is being lost to others – not just money – the repercussions
have included loss of family, pride, dignity and health amongst other things. Groups will be formed, anger
will become group anger and as a negative it will need a physical outlet….the weather will hit extremes, new
diseases will form and wars will start. Remember that all wars are about possessions – if somebody has it
then somebody else wants it.
Many will feel that they have been misled for far too long, unable to trust what is said by their Governments,
by Politicians, Bankers, TV commercials, Pharmaceutical Companies and the like. Many will blame their
religious leaders and even God - and they will rebel and either turn away from, or join what they believe to
be corrupt.
…AND THE GOOD SIDE.
2 000 years ago less than 5% of people were literate. Storytellers made a living travelling the regions telling
their version of the latest news, religion and politics for a modest income. Storytelling was a business,
handed down from one generation to the next, and stories were often “expanded” to please the crowds.
Sometimes they were retold a “better” way to suit the beliefs of the day – hence many distortions and myths
were created – and many original stories and the truth eventually forgotten.
Today there is more access to information and people are starting to question what they are being told. They
are tired of being misled and manipulated, and are turning back to the absolute truth - and this will lead them
to make the right decisions for their future.
They will soon see that truth builds trust. This will create better and stronger businesses, groups,
Associations and Governments. Charities will expand and become the norm as we start to look after one
another. Advice from those in power will be listened to and acted upon. Our environment once more will be
protected, and nature and energy will work together to create balance and harmony.
But there is a long way to go yet.

January 2010. Why the weather is so extreme.
Most places in the World are experiencing abnormal weather – it is well out of balance.
One of the functions of Nature is to balance out the Earths energy. Last year was full of extreme energies and
a lot more than normal negative energy was created due to the financial crisis and its repercussions.
Negative energy is drawn into water in the Earth, then into rivers and eventually to the sea where it rises to
become rainclouds, and is then dispersed (watered-down?) back into the Earth. I know what you are thinking

“So why does it rain at sea?”….if it didn’t then only positive energy would gather at sea and continue to get
stronger and stronger – and then it would be out of balance.
So what about deserts? No rain means no life (to interfere with) and deserts become storage areas for positive
energy. Think of the thousands of square miles of uniform grains of sand – just the opposite of thousands of
miles of uniform molecules of water.
Positive energy is stored above the ground in deserts (where just the occasional plane flies)
Negative energy is stored deep in the Ocean (where just the occasional submarine goes)
Where do you go when you feel out of sorts? A walk in the Country, sit under a tree, sit beside a river, a day
at sea – all will subtly draw negative energy out of you.
A forest is one of nature’s group energies – it draws in carbon-dioxide and replaces it with Oxygen – a City is
the opposite, it uses Oxygen and creates carbon-dioxide.
Looking upwards the air gets thinner and vibrations lighter – look downwards the air gets thicker and the
vibrations heavier.
Snow slows things down, ice makes you more careful, and locusts, Volcanoes, Earthquakes and Tsunamis
and Hurricanes all have their place in Natures balancing act.
Who controls all of this? Nature is managed by Divas – tiny nature spirits that work with a group energy, and
a group communications system – a thought given to one is picked up by all in the group. A group message
can be passed on to another group. Divas don’t have to stop and think what to do next, they are designed to
make decisions based on the experiences that they have had PLUS all the experiences passed down from one
generation to the next all the way from day one, so they are well experienced in looking after the Earth.
Divas don’t have to think a lot, they just enjoy what they do because it feels right and that creates a well
balanced energy…very nice.
They create positive energy when it is needed too – a field of flowers, snow capped mountains, buds closing
at sunset and opening with the dawn.
The process is therefore “automated” the same as we are – and as all life is – we come here to experience, to
grow and to understand life.
If we all loved one another on a specific day then the weather everywhere would be perfect.

AN UPDATE ON THE SPIRITUAL DICTIONARY.
Lots of good things are about to happen this year – your life choices will become much clearer, and your
understanding of the change coming will be clearer still.
Here are some bits and pieces to help get things going this year.
MISC STUFF


Memories can be made with energy and stored in water. This is an automated process overseen by the
main Guide of the Earth. When you have a thought it becomes a thought-form and floats around
nearby and in a different dimension. A memory rod holds the “local” past history for that immediate

area – but where is the overall history of our planet kept with all its life-cycles, and dimensions.
Someone needs a full record of everything that has happened……….It is held in water. In Rivers,
Oceans, Icebergs and underground aqueducts. I know what your first thought will be – what happens
when some evaporates…..it leaves behind the history. When there is a drought there may be less
water, but what is left is always enough.


Happiness makes for better health and energy. The happier you are the more positive energy you have
in your body which is more energy to improve your health and energy…………………. Simple.



Your attitude towards things helps your well-being too. When you are depressed for example your
health suffers – the opposite is when you are happy your health improves. Your body is controlled by
your mind and does what you tell it to.



Good energy is created when good things happen – let’s say you local football team scores a goal –
everybody cheers and creates a lot of good energy. It doesn’t go to waste. Nature divas use this to
balance the surrounding energy and any excess is stored in mountains lakes and countryside for future
use. The same applies to negative energy created through disturbances and disasters.



We were told 20 or more years ago that the World would go through a major change in the next few
years. We were told what, when, why and how it would happen – we did believe it – sort
of…………………. But now as we get closer to the time, more things are proven to us every day
which allows us to believe it more – and when the time comes we will be ready.



As we reach the final change we will all (the good guys) be believers which will create the energy
needed to deal with the change and the life-style afterwards.



A few years ago a good friend who was an artist passed over. A few months after I saw him painting
in his favorite place. Knowing that “thought is creation” and at anytime he could paint the perfect
picture I asked him why he painted. He showed me that he had added the energy of emotion to the
painting – something he had no experience with. Last week he visited me again and showed me that
he could now paint a picture that included emotions such as beauty, envy, greed, surprise, joy,
exuberance and many many more……it just never ends does it.

Lastly a beautiful story about THE SEA FAIRY.
I was in meditation, sitting on a white beach with palm trees, sunshine and absolute peace of mind. On my
left appeared the most beautiful woman I have ever seen – one that stopped my breath and I immediately fell
in love with her.
Remembering that communication while in meditation is just thought – I just thought that she was a
“woman”
She explained that on our planet we are used to the norm being male and female – but there are also species
that have both sexes, or neither sex and those that reproduce in so many different ways. Courtship and
romance differ dramatically too.
She then went on to explain that life on her planet had developed a different way – they had firstly controlled
and then done away with the basic negative emotions of jealousy, greed, envy etc, and in a relationship way
the equivalent of an orgasm was a showing of ultimate beauty – one that would literally take your breath
away.
I have never experienced anything so amazing – it was quite a meditation.

An update on “Who do you trust now” Dec 2008
When I was 14 my brother lost a pet snake in a sleepy village in England – the next day the front page of a
National newspaper read………... SNAKE TERRORISES VILLAGE.
It was a harmless pet, so why the great exaggeration? They wanted to sell more newspapers. The media
exaggerates to make more money and we are used to it.
Do you believe the TV commercial that this brand washes whiter than the rest? We know it is exaggeration
and we are used to that too.
How about a salesman, your religious leader, or your Government? Exaggeration, lies, cover-ups and deceit
are expected. ……..yes, we are used to it.
But have you thought how this will affect our children? The sins of the fathers will be visited upon the
children, which mean we pass on our beliefs to our children. The problem is we are NOT telling our children
the truth – and consequently they believe that lying and exaggeration is quite acceptable because everyone is
doing it – and what will they tell their children??
This is how generations learn and grow. At the end of the second world war a handshake sealed a deal –
today it take a legal document!
Now think what happens when it changes back to basic honesty. Won’t it be nice to accept a statement as the
truth instead of having to read between the lines?
In an advanced society truth is the norm. This makes governing much easier, and policing, teaching and
giving advice to name but a few. This in turn reduces jealousy, suspicion, deceit – people lead a more
balanced life as making decisions becomes easier. There is better socialising and more working together for
the common good. There are fewer wars as negotiations decide most outcomes, and there is a better
understanding of beliefs and religions.
There are more lies to come before we reach rock bottom and things begin to turn. As spiritually aware
people you are part of the change, and have already started to sense who the good guys are and who the bad
guys are – think back right now – you have come across people recently that you just “know” are not whom
they are showing themselves to be, or that you know are lying. This will increase every year to around 2015
and then it will start to reverse as people turn back towards the truth.
And how will you feel when you can be completely open and honest with everyone?
…………. And the truth shall set you free.
SAMURAI SHRINE OF HONOUR.
This meditation will show you what extreme it was like a few centuries ago.
In this meditation we astral travel back in time with a guide called Ishmael who is channeling through
Miriam.
Geoff: I’m going through some arches now. There’s a very wide road made out of large cobbles – large
cobble stones – the walls on the left and right are maybe twenty feet high made out of the same material. In

front of me is an archway with a red tiled roof and there are three pillars in the middle of the road with this
red archway roof above it. It’s somewhere in the East of China….
Miriam(Ishmael)

It is.

Geoff: ….and as I get through there is somebody already waiting to talk to me. We continue walking –
he’s on my right and he’s wearing some form of red hat. We’re at the entrance – the archway is an entrance
to a sacred area or religious area. It’s a bit like a Japanese garden but this is Chinese. There is a small
temple with these beautiful gardens outside. It’s very delicate and outside these beautiful gardens there are a
lot of rock pools with goldfish in, and I sit on one rock and my friend sits on another, which is slightly higher
than me. I can see his face, which is very rounded – certainly not typically Chinese. I think he was probably
born in some other place and he went to China when he was very young or his parents were – one was
Chinese, one was another……. but that’s not important. Now, a lot of the culture is Japanese such as the
garden, what he is wearing which is like a multicoloured kimono…. and he also has a samurai sword. Now,
many centuries ago Japanese invaded Northern China…..
Miriam(Ishmael)

That is so.

Geoff: …..and this is why he is not typically Chinese. He’s had a Samurai upbringing or the family that he
belonged to has a long history of Samurai of that status, and he has stayed in this area of China and he guards
various things inside this temple, we’ll call it, – this building. Before we go in what he guards has a lot to do
with honour, thought, agreements, promises, more than anything else because in those days they were more
important.
Miriam(Ishmael)
Geoff:

That is right – your word was your bond.

Yes.

Miriam(Ishmael)

What a pity that does not apply today.

Geoff: Yes, very true. Now, we’ll go inside and as we do so there is a ritual in a way. He takes off his
sword and leaves it outside on a shelf at the bottom of all these pillars because inside the word is so strong
that it will never come to blows or the use of a sword. It’s not needed so, therefore, it is not taken in. We
remove our shoes and I am also wearing Samurai dress. We move inside these reddish coloured wooden
doors – open doors – and inside there is a small – , it’s a room about - the whole room is about the size of
this house but it is four definite corners. If you made a cross - one stroke going from top to bottom and one
from left to right, that is your four rooms, that is how they are shaped. Hanging all around on each wall are
various gold chains all shapes and sizes and they all have a certain value. Hanging from some of these chains
are very small scrolls about as big as one finger where a contract or promise was written and rolled up and
folded and then hung on the wall. The chains belong to the person or the family. Several family members
may hang their promises on one chain, and the chains determined the wealth of the Samurai family.
Miriam(Ishmael)

Much better than your banks.

Geoff: These families each paid small amounts when necessary for the upkeep of these rooms and others
like them and it was a very acceptable way of life. The keeper of these rooms would guard them with his life
and he also guarded and knew many of the secrets because the Samurai would come to him and to unburden
themselves of something on their conscious or give the information to a third party if anything should happen
to them. This keeper used to act as a sort of lawyer.
Miriam(Ishmael)

A very wise man.

Geoff: Now, the honour that these families had would leave an energy in these rooms – an energy
comprised of honour and when a Samurai would enter he would unknowingly feel this vibration of honour,
trust, justice etc. and it would coat his mind and make his belief in those things that little bit stronger and
every visit made him a slightly better person.
Miriam(Ishmael) Do you think that there was more than one – do you think they changed after a certain
period or was it a lifetime situation?
Geoff: There are many of these places, the same as we have churches in all areas. There were not so many
of these but they were there for the use of noblemen and Samurai. There was always one which was the
family one – the head office for them and they could use others wherever they were.
Miriam(Ishmael)

That is so.

Geoff: Now my guide is taking me to the edge of these premises where there is a low wall and it looks on
to beautiful green fields which goes down on to a valley. I’m not sure yet for what purpose. I’m sitting on a
wall with this building behind me. The building set in the garden behind me. Behind that there is a forest,
mountains and so on. In front of me are these beautiful green fields which are – they’re almost perfect. In
some way beautiful energy is created because of the harmony and strong beliefs of all the Samurai coming
into this one building over a long period of time and also energy is created within the building. There is an
excess of this energy, which the keeper moves out of the building and pushes out into the fields……
Miriam(Ishmael)

Yes

Geoff: ….going down in the valley so the energy can be used for beauty . It is controlled by divas in the
area and they work very closely with the keeper.
Miriam(Ishmael)

That is so.

Geoff: He merely gives them the energy and he is very pleased that we came to visit and very pleased that
we understand his lifestyle and the lifestyle of the people in that era.
Miriam(Ishmael)

Yes.

Geoff: Respect was very important and although there were other sides to the Japanese life which were not
so good which he has learnt since – the cruelness, the domination and so on but as with all, we must learn.
Miriam(Ishmael) Quite true but there are many situations where there are keepers of different places and
things, they welcome visitors and you will travel and meet many more.

THE CHANGE: The next 2 steps. April 2011
Recap: In early 2010 we told you of the extreme weather coming – Floods, Fires, Tsunamis and
Earthquakes. ….and that certainly happened.
Later in 2010 we told you of how the Earth would begin separating the good guys from the bad guys. This
has started with the extreme cases such as you have seen in Egypt and Libya and that will extend further and
further into the Middle East and into Asia.
From April 2011.

The unrest will spread to many other Countries……a lot of Countries, as people see that the will of the
people can produce results…………a very good example of group energy.
In third world countries the effect will be limited as the domination\dictatorship and corruption are too high.
The people will try and fail several times and be suppressed even further, but be totally successful in a few
years time.
Bringing down the Big Corporations
So what will happen in the first world Countries? Here people are more educated and more experienced in
general. They will rebel but in a less aggressive way.
Replace the Dictators v people with Large Corporations v people. It’s a different type of dominance but
dominance nevertheless.
A Bank is a good example – the management are getting farther and farther away from the people. There is
no longer a friendly bank manager to help you (unless you have a fat bank account) – the managers are at the
top trying to find a way to give the shareholders a slightly bigger dividend but at the expense of the man in
the street. They have forgotten about the people who “have to” support them because all banks are basically
the same. (No-where better for the customer to go)
The end result will be drastic measures created through anger and frustration as more and more people blame
the banks for their misfortune. When the dam bursts a single bank will collapse very rapidly as people
withdraw their funds – the memories of the recent financial crisis will fuel the fires and other banks will
swiftly follow.
Afterwards smaller banks will start up managed by well-known figures seen to be “honest and reliable” and
the cycle will start again, but this time with more understanding.
Besides banks there are many others with a similar modus operandi - Insurance Companies, Utility
Companies, Private Hospitals, Pharmaceutical Companies and even surgeons ………..wherever the size of
the Company has got too big at the expense of their customers – where-ever the Company has replaced their
commitment to help their customers for more profit - they will be targeted.
Changing to truth
The highest form of love is truth.
If your best friend asks you for a loan and you don’t trust him you should simply be able to tell the truth.
If your wife buys a hideous ornament for your home you should be able to tell her the truth.
We all tend to bend the truth a bit when it suits us. But looking from the other side, if you had bad breath
wouldn’t you like someone to tell you? ……only your close friends would.
People tend to exaggerate stories to amuse their friends, to brag about their achievements, when applying for
a new job……….. but it then extends to business, to make a sale, to make a profit, when talking to the
bank………. And before you know it it’s a part of day-to-day life. How did things get so bad? Whom do you
believe from this list? (In your Country)
Your Politicians
Municipality
Police
TV News
Newspapers
Your insurance Company
Tele-sales canvassers
Time-share salesmen
Your local Restaurant
Your employer
Your friends
Your best friend (male)

Your best friend (female)
You see how far away we are from an honest society………………
There are 3 damaging factors with bending the truth. Let’s assume it is your best friend who is the guilty one.
Firstly, every time he repeats a story he will exaggerate it a little more and a little more and before long has
forgotten the original truth and actually believes his own exaggeration (This really happens) Stories passed
on to his children and family will end up a long way from reality.
Secondly, what happens when there is a major drama and he tells the truth? He will only be half believed by
everyone.
Thirdly, and this is the worst. If he exaggerates then he will probably assume that you do too.
Now you can see the dishonest confusion that we live in. So did Moses really part the waters? Did Jesus
really feed 5 000 people with 2 fish and a loaf of bread? We may never know – but we do now understand
the possibilities a bit better.
Now try the other side.
Go through the list above and this time assume everyone would tell you the truth – and what answers you
could expect (Seriously – try it. You will be amazed)
So when will it change?
As the big corporations get taken down they will be replaced with smaller Companies that will be more in
touch with the people, and these will only grow by regaining the trust of the people. They will know that the
slightest mistake could cost them dearly and will strive for ultimate honesty…nice!

The Change – August 2011.
So far quite a year with the separation of everything into one side or the other. The separation of the good
guys and the bad guys has gone through Tunisia, Egypt, Bahrain, Libya on quite a grand scale, but watch out
as this is just the beginning. There are conflicts in over 100 Countries as of today. People are saying enough
is enough and starting to fight back. Now look at the recent problems in the UK and you will see in a way the
opposite.
In the Middle East it has been domination and corruption – in the UK it has been hand-holding and
understanding instead of discipline……….we need to see both sides.
The big corporations will be next and the downfall of those that are not squeaky clean will be swift and
painful. The big corporations must get back to working for the people instead of for the shareholders.
Sickness is separating too. Lessons chosen in sickness are being speeded up so that they are learnt and over
with by the time of change. Exciting times too for healers that are getting better and better results with
“thought is creation” – the fact that more and more people are believing in healthy alternatives to medicines
is creating a group energy that can and will be in the future tapped into, firstly by the healers and much later
by the people themselves.

Next, you will probably be surprised by meeting more of what I call “Genuine people” those that think the
right way – and of course there is more of the opposite thinkers too. This intuition will get stronger and
stronger over the next few years until it becomes the norm.
A NEW RELIGION
Group minds control the way society develops – we all believe that there is a financial crisis, which with the
help of our group energy creates one. As the change reaches its peak and societies start to understand a new
religion will develop based on how we feel and what we believe and think is right.
HOW ABSOLUTELY AWESOME IS THAT.
Then you will see how this will be the opposite of how the majority of religions have developed over the
years. No longer will they be based on a fear based mythology, or power or daily conformations. Our group
experiences will reach a new tipping point where we as a society with a fresh start will see the right direction,
and move forward to a future where we once more look out for and help, one another.

BITS ABOUT BABIES.














Every woman has a birthing instinct built in from past generations – at each birth spirit-Moms from
several generations are present to pass on the instinct.
Why are there problems with some births? – so we can see the extent of possibilities.
New generations being born now such as the “Happy kids” will have lot of delicate colours added to
their Auras to increase their range of senses. The Mothers will learn from these extra senses too.
All the past births have been experienced by generations of our families going backwards in time and
all experiences and energies to match are made available through the mother to the daughter at the
time of birth and leading up to it.
When children are sick they want their mommies and open their energies to them - Dads play a lesser
role but it I important too in creating stability.
During Pregnancy once baby has enough of everything he will stop taking energy from the Mother,
leaving her with more than she is used to. That means he is almost ready to be born, but Mom has to
get ready first. She has been giving all this time and now must build up her energy to be able to
handle the birth.
Your body starts to draw the energy it needs. You will instinctively know what vitamins and minerals
etc you need and you start putting your body in order and in readiness. At the same time you will start
getting the home organised (Nesting) and you know what is needed there too. As we discussed last
time these instincts come from generations of experience from the "Moms" in your family...................
from now on you must be more aware of the instincts and feeling that you get - it will be the Moms
nudging you in the right direction but the ultimate decision is yours as you are most in touch with
your Baby.
Just prior to the birth he will go into a sort of coma (best way I can describe it) as he prepares to move
from one dimension to the next. He leaves the actual birth to you and the Moms and just follows all
your thoughts the best he understands how.
Don't forget that thought is creation and babies are OK with a Caesar if you are.
The delivery room has untold energy too, and there are many many helpers there. This is where
countless lives start and there has been both good and bad. The helpers here clean the area of bad
vibrations and experiences specifically to allow new-borns to start with the right energy. They fill the



room with colours similar to what babies have been used to experiencing. Make a note to feel the
energy when you first check in - it is not "Hospital" energy - the best way I can describe it is
Fresh\Clean\Brand-new and full of an unusual energy which I can only describe as a high form of
love as Baby first connects to you and then Dad..........................It is something only a Mother can
experience as she sees her new born baby for the first time.
The energy colour for "Moms" is Mother-of-pearl.........that is the main colour that Baby has been
seeing you as and will be the first colour he sees in you as soon as he is born.
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We see spirit as human forms, and assume everything on the other side is based on a human form,
but what is the common denominator? On earth maybe we are based on the human form, because
God and Jesus look like us – on another planet they could all look different (Aliens?). The
common denominator on the other side is a level of understanding - all forms of life can be seen
and understood by those advanced enough.
If someone as advanced as Jesus were talking to say American Indians, Muslims, Hindus etc, he
would use a different explanation of Spiritual life and why we are here on earth in a way that they
could accept…..as Religions and Cultures develop in many different ways.
While healing a 6 month old baby boy recently, I saw that his body had memories of 2
generations of medicines in it, and instead of building his own immune system from scratch his
body was already adjusting and “looking” for medicines based on his parents and grand-parents
experiences.
I was healing a young girl the other day who was getting reliant on her medicines – when I started
healing she was already craving for more medicine. I saw Spirit put an energy into her that
mimicked her medicine – her body saw it as the medicine she wanted to correct the problem and
her body reacted accordingly.
Why do so many people under hypnosis claim to be Joan of Arc or Napoleon? Let’s say that you
lived a life on earth to experience similar things to those that Joan of Arc experienced. When you
finish that life and pass over you judge yourself and decide how well you handled that life. If you
want to know how well Joan of Arc handled it, you can experience her whole life through “Instant
understanding” in just a few minutes so that you can learn more.
As you have good and bad days, so does the Universe – we call them Universal Mood swings.
Your Astral body surrounds your other bodies when you astral travel and is a form of recognition.
When I learnt to channel the most common way a Spirit started the conversation was to say
“Greetings” – this sounded so corny to me so I asked them why. They told me the word
“Greetings” is a collective name that covers all forms of greetings.
A close friend of mine who was a landscape artist passed over last year. I made contact with him a
few months later and was surprised when he told me that he was enjoying his painting. Now I
know that on the other side “Thought is creation” so an artist would always paint the perfect
picture, so what was the attraction. He showed me that he was painting not just in 3D but also that
he could add “emotional energy’s” to the pictures which of course he had never been able to do
before, so he could not do it perfectly.
While up in the mountains last year I contacted a Bushman that had lived several centuries ago,
and he told me about the “Bushman paintings” that have been found on cave walls for centuries.
There were 3 kinds of paintings made. The first was of maps so that future generations could see
where to find food, game and water. The second was of their history, so that new generations










could understand their past. And the 3rd were their understanding of life and were made with
“emotions added” so that future generations could sense as well as see how they lived their lives
Until you reach the first human stage (for us) you experience everything together with your higher
self. It is only at the first human stage that the higher self stays on the other side and sends you
down to experience.
During a recent meditation I was shown some automated equipment that removes incorrect
thoughts from memory rods so that they are not passed on to future generations.
When you raise the frequency of the human form Astrology charts will no longer apply because
the planets then influence it\them in a different way.
Dates, times, measures and sizes were all created by us and do not apply to other cultures or in
different dimensions.
People seen (By others\aliens) on earth are seen as very primitive or limited in there decision
making – as one visitor from another planet said the other day “We are used to living our way and
have to adjust quite a bit when we chat to you guys. It is the same as you as a parent with your
experiences would talk to a child who is just starting out in life – because we have experienced far
more than you we have to do the same”
Do your hands or feet sometimes feel swollen and painful? More often than not this is just a build
up of unused energy. To remove it simply “send” it to someone that needs it (by thought of
course) or send it straight down to the earth (like grounding electricity)
You can’t heal everybody – for a very good reason – no-body would learn or experience anything.
A friend of mine was diagnosed with a build up of fluid on the lungs from Asbestosis – the
prognosis gave him 6 months to live. When I started healing him I saw quite clearly that the
healing was working and how it was being done. He recovered for almost 18 months and then
sadly passed over. Only after he had passed over was I shown that they could not have told me the
outcome, as that would have changed the way I handled\experienced the healing……everything
for a reason.

MORE INTERESTING FACTS 3









In the 1970s there were just very very few spiritual “Teachers” – they helped those ready to learn.
Then came the Indigo babies to help introduce the “New age” way of thinking. Next came the
Crystal babies that would help teach people the “right way” to live through the change of the earth
on its axis. And now (2008) we are getting the “Happy” babies that will show people the way to
enjoy life AFTER the change.
In the beginning there was nothing and the opposite of nothing is everything. God is everything,
and that is when he started life to “experience” …….eventually ….. everything.
The Universe as we know it is 150 Billion light years across.
When some-one is getting close to passing over they connect to Spirit and a whole rainbow of colours
connects them. Spirit gives them an “instant understanding” of what to expect when they cross over and
calms them down and balances them in preparation. Animals, especially Cats and Dogs can see this
comforting energy and are drawn towards it.
It is now May 2008 and your emotions and concerns are being heightened – this is to help you
finalise your chosen experiences and “divide” all life into both good and bad, so that those
looking after the planet can see in general who qualifies to stay after the change.
Your body has a memory, and besides the memories handed down in your DNA it has the ability
to create new memories. If you have a headache and you take an Aspirin, your body remembers –
so that next time you have a headache your body will “look for” an Aspirin. If however you now
take a Paracetamol, your body will say “This is not an Aspirin” and will make the headache worse








to “remind” you that it needs an Aspirin……….. Eventually it will succumb to the new medicine,
but will be confused. That is why when the elderly are given new medicines it takes times for the
body to accept it – therefore the Doctors simply make the medicines stronger to over-ride the
body’s wishes. The body then starts to lose the control it has on keeping everything in good
condition………….and just relies on medicine.
Some Auras are bigger and brighter than others. Auras adapt to energies sent to them. The Pope as
an example has a huge Aura, as when millions of Catholics see him as the Head of their church,
they all automatically send him energy that expands his aura.
Chemotherapy is commonly used these days to help cure cancer sufferers. What is does is poison
the cancer cells and at the same time poisons the body. The body’s automatic protection process
will wrap up and absorb this poison to protect the body. When the treatment is finally over the
body needs to rid itself of the poison and cannot do this all in one go as it would simply poison
the body again – so it lets it out bit by bit so the natural process of the body can heal itself. This is
normally in the form of sores and irritations and can last for several years.
I did some spiritual healing on a friends eyes about a year ago, and it worked very well. Last week
she asked me again for some healing as the problem has re-occurred. . I was busy at the time but
understood (instant information from Spirit) what she had to do. I told her that the body would
remembers what healing it had had previously, and that by remembering it the same healing
energy would be "re-created" – it worked – another example of “Thought is creation”
Have you wondered why Spirit have such knowledge, and can always give you an answer? They
can use the experience that others in spirit have had by reading the thought forms that they created
-and then instantly understanding – so there is no need for them to have experienced it themselves
beforehand.

BITS AND PIECES NUMBER 5


Jesus died for our sins. Jesus showed us the right way to live (which was what he preached) and he
was crucified because of his beliefs.....he therefore "died" (Crucified) for OUR sins (We did not
support him)



Forgive them for they know not what they do............means they do not understand the correct way to
live, and because they truly BELIEVE what they are doing is right then they can be forgiven.



Belief is not blind faith – it is experiencing at greater and greater levels to reach the belief stage



Instead of using visualisation every day at the same time etc - why not use it when you need to, like
when you feel pain - then your body will "remember" what it has to do (as you have done it before)
and can relate more to the problem in your body.



Christianity was illegal in the 1st to 4th centuries and Christians were thrown to the lions as weekend
sport because they believed there was a heaven and because they (Christians) would not offer
sacrifices to the Gods



There were originally 30 gospels – only 4 were chosen Mathew Mark Luke and John – written 30-60
years ad. The Gospel of Judas was found 1978 and translated in 2002 (Judas committed suicide)



The Gospel of Mark was written in 60 ad then Mathew in 70 ad



Thou shalt not kill should be shalt not murder (another bad translation)



Islam believes Jesus was one of the 5 messangers sent by God.



Islam believes God cannot be seen because he is unlimited and in everything.



Buddists started 500 bc. They believe there are 30 heavens and 30 hells - you will go to the
appropriate one based on the way you think and based on your karma.



They also believe that Heaven is temporary as you eventually get reincarnated.



Nirvana is their ultimate - where you will not get reincarnated again – and achieved by thinking the
right way and learning through meditation.



1620 The Pilgrim fathers reached America where they sought to create Heaven on earth - several
religions decided to do this including the Quakers



Why do people get healed at Lourdes? It started with a few sightings of Angels and Spirits and a few
“healings” took place. Now imagine what happens when everyone who visits Lourdes arrives with
positive and expectant energy – it simply builds up the positive energy there. The healing that occurs
happens in 2 ways. There is an energy there that is “automatically programmed” to heal the most
common ailments and each new healing keeps that energy there. Then there is the person who goes
there with absolute belief that he will be healed and that person is often able to draw in the energy
that he needs to become healed.



Negativity in your body finds the weak areas to show itself in the physical.



Telling lies is a negative - so are many other smaller things such as deceit and dishonesty – therefore
in general bad guys have bad physicals.



What about good healthy guys in prison? The negativity can also affect the mind and emotions. And
serial killers? They can have their emotions badly affected and their balance of life. It all refers back
to balance – the more you are balanced the healthier you will be - on average.



Therefore in general the good looking aruas/people are the good guys.



If you measured speed of healing the good guys would heal faster.



How about the bushman that are generally fit, clever and stable? You have to learn at all different
levels and the bad guys of this tribe could suffer with such things as jealousy, anger, frustration and
lack of desired achievement – also cannot relax and be content.

BITS AND PIECES 6



In the old days when people didn’t know how the body and mind worked they made up their own
stories about them – influenced and guided by instinct (Past experiences and Spirit)
Religions keep their flock bound to their beliefs and this doesn’t allow them to expand, change and
progress.













Animals work on an emotional level. You grieve for them when they pass over which keeps them
close – as your grief lessens they distance themselves - they are learning the basic emotion of family
bonds and loyalty.
In 325ad Emperor Constantine on his deathbed formed an alliance with the Christians and negotiated
and established rules of what would go into the bible.
For the first time in 591ad the Church calls Mary Magdalene a prostitute.
In the Gospel according to Phillip he tells of 50 000 witches burned alive by the churches
God made the world in 7 days – another bad translation. He made the Earth in 7 time periods – such
as he made the planet-weather-plants-life-insects-animals and us…………and a food chain.
Half the New Testament was originally written by Paul. He used to be Saul and after the crucifixion
dedicated his life to wiping out the Christians. He saw Jesus one day and changed to a Christian and
changed his Jewish name of Saul to Paul.
37ad was the first time the followers of Jesus were called Christians.
Forgiveness slips were once sold by the Catholics.
Cortisone when injected destroys the memories of the body in the injected area.
Adam and Eve started as a story to describe how the Earth started – just like we tell kids about Santa
Clause and the Easter Bunny
I have always wondered why there were far out Spiritual Groups, Swamis, Gurus, Channelers of the
Mystic masters and the like..... and why some were just a bit too “unbelievable” ............well, I just
got the answer. Everyone believes in different things - hundreds of types of different religions and
beliefs. All that is OK. When the change happens Spirit will want to contact as many people as
possible. They will want to contact those that think "The right way" regardless of their beliefs. So the
people that believe in Angels will receive messages from Angels, and those that believe in Captain
Kirk from the Spaceship Enterprise will receive the same message in a different way ........and will
believe it.

